21ST ANNUAL ECONOMIC SUMMIT & STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Presented by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Theta Theta Omega Chapter, Uplift Foundation of Nevada, Kappa Xi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Las Vegas Urban League Young Professionals, 20 Pearls Foundation and the Urban League Guild

FREE AND OPEN TO 6TH - 12TH GRADE STUDENTS AND PARENTS

The Scholarship Application for 2020 Clark County High School Graduates can be obtain by email at scholarship@studentsummitlv.com

To register go to: www.studentsummitlv.org

For additional information please call 702-748-5268

#Youngandmoneysmart

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2019

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS - STUDENT UNION BUILDING
4505 MARYLAND PARKWAY, LAS VEGAS, NV 89154
TIME: 8:15AM TO 4:30PM

WORKSHOPS OFFERED
- Careers in Outer Space - Hear from an Engineer with NASA
- College Admission - Keys to getting in
- Financial Aid - How to pay the cost of College
- How to Manage Your Credit - to gain keys to your future home and car
- Building Las Vegas - Great Careers in the Trades Plumbing, Electrician and Others
- Know Your Value (In $$) - Middle School Workshop
- Money Math - Middle School Workshop
- And more

AFTERNOON ACTIVITY
Mad City Money
- Learn Basic financial skills (planning a spending budget, prioritizing purchases between needs and wants, saving money before spending it, writing checks, using a debit card, and keeping track of account activity in a register)
- How to make smart spending choices, and consequences of poor financial choices
- The importance of building savings for emergencies, financial goals, and retirement
- How to detect and avoid potential scams and rip-offs
- How credit score/history affects the cost of using credit
- The need to be responsible with cash and money instruments
- The general costs of supporting a family

All attendees grant permission to sponsors/organizers of the Economic Summit and Student Leadership Conference to use photographs and/or video of them taken on Saturday December 7, 2019 at University of Nevada - Las Vegas in publications and on Social Media.

This event is free and open to the public. Complimentary continental breakfast and lunch will be provided to all students and their parents who attend.